
 

Razer Basilisk Ultimate - Mouse

right-handed - optical - 11 buttons - wireless - wired - USB - 2.4 GHz

Group Input Devices

Manufacturer Razer

Manufacturer item no. RZ01-03170100-R3G1

EAN/UPC 8886419332763

Description
With the Razer Basilisk Ultimate, victory has never been this personal. As a
high-performance wireless gaming mouse that can be tuned to look, play and
feel exactly the way you want, the only people running out of options will be
your opponents. 

 25% faster than any other wireless technology available, you won't even
realize that you're gaming with a wireless mouse due to its high-speed
transmission, lowest click latency, and seamless frequency switching in the
noisiest, data-saturated environments. 

 Have a greater arsenal of commands at your fingertips by mapping your
favorite macros and secondary functions via Razer Synapse 3. Like its wired
variant, the Razer Basilisk Ultimate includes the signature multi-function
paddle. 

 The Razer Basilisk Ultimate comes with a dial on its underside that lets you
tweak the resistance of its scroll wheel to be as smooth or as tactile as you
want. With this level of personalization, you'll be able to more accurately
perform bunny hops, weapon selects, and other scroll wheel actions. 

 Bring your settings anywhere and be match-ready in no time. Activate up to 5
profile configurations from its on-board memory or custom settings via cloud
storage. 

 

Main features  

Product Description Razer Basilisk Ultimate - mouse - USB, 2.4 GHz

Device Type Mouse

Connectivity Technology Wireless, wired - USB, 2.4 GHz

Orientation Right-handed

Dimensions (WxDxH) 7.1 cm x 11.7 cm x 3.8 cm

Weight 107 g

Movement Detection Technology Optical

Buttons Qty 11

Movement Resolution 20000 dpi

Performance 50 G maximum acceleration, 650 inches per second, realtime sensitivity
switching 800/1800/4000/9000/20000 dpi



 

Features Scrolling wheel, on-the-fly DPI switching, 5 profiles, 16.8 million multi-colour
illumination, Chroma lighting system

Cable Length 1.8 m

OS Required Microsoft Windows 7 (64 bit) or later

Extended details
General

Device Type Mouse

Orientation Right-handed

Width 7.1 cm

Depth 11.7 cm

Height 3.8 cm

Weight 107 g

Input Device

Connectivity Technology Wireless, wired

Interface USB, 2.4 GHz

Movement Detection Technology Optical

Buttons Qty 11

Movement Resolution 20000 dpi

Performance 50 G maximum acceleration, 650 inches per second, realtime sensitivity
switching 800/1800/4000/9000/20000 dpi

Cable Length 1.8 m

Features Scrolling wheel, on-the-fly DPI switching, 5 profiles, 16.8 million multi-colour
illumination, Chroma lighting system

Miscellaneous

Included Accessories Charging dock

Battery

Run Time (Up To) 100 hour(s)

Software / System Requirements

OS Required Microsoft Windows 7 (64 bit) or later

System Requirements Details HD 500 MB

Manufacturer Warranty

Service & Support Limited warranty - 2 years

Technical data © CNET Content Solutions. Subject to technical modifications and errors. 

 

 


